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This here now is the beginning of BOG . Lemmeesee, BOG is the product of the surawat 
corny mind of Blotto Otto Pfeifer. Place of residence is still 475^ 40th. N.E. Seattle 
5, Wash. As always, this is a FenDen Publication.
*******************************************************************************************

Here it is Jan. 17th.and aireddy yet I am starting work on BOG. I may actually be 
the first to get a zine in for once. Last mailing cured me of wiating until the last 
minute.

Was going to do something different-for my me 1s these time,but the last mailing was 
so good that I decided to wait until we had a smaller mailing to do4them.

It was nice to see Eva Firestone coming back. Sure did miss her. Have you noticed 
that everybody that has come into SAPS the past few mailings have definatly fitted.in? 
Stopped by to see Larry Stone to-day. He is looking forward to being admitted to SAPS(he 
should have a zine in this mailing). Real SAPpish type.

Did something different this time. I started my editorial way back in January and 
finished it in April. This is progress?

Let me see, what has happened in the past few months that you might be interested 
in. Well, to start off.

I have always been one to do the things that I have always wanted to do. That is 
if at sometime I had wanted to do something and the opportunity presented itself, well 
I would go ahead and do it. Such a thing happened the other day, it is mostly mundane 
tho it does has its fannish aspects. I have always like being in parades,especially 
playing in a band. At long last I have realized this ambition by joining an American 
Legion^Drun and Bugle Corps. I think that I an supposed to play the Xugle, but the boys 
here at Swamphouse have another name for it. Ah well, A friend once to'ld ne that I 
should blow my own horn. As I said, there is a fannish aspect here that helped ne -decide 
to join the corps. One of the first question that they asked me was, "Are you a 
drinking nan?" When I answered in the affirmative, they had this to say. "Then this is 
the outfit for you." 5 seconds later I had a bugle in my hands.

Now is a good tine to tell you that the cover of th ish was done by Wally Weber. 
Both the front and back versions. The back cover was an experinoent that went wrong I’m 
afraid.

Seattle fandom is becoming acenter of activity,now that the date for the Wester- 
con is fast approaching. I imagine that sone of you will be able to make it. I wish 
that there was some way that all of you could cone. It would be nice meeting'you in 
person, tho I feel as if I knew you already.

I had a little thing from Rich Brown that I was going to use this time, but I 
can’t seen to be able to find it. I will dig it up and include it the next time around.

Oh yeah, Beware, sometime in the near futuije,you nay recieve a genuine, real-life 
sure-enough Blotto Otto tape recording. I haven’t decided who shall be the first 

recipient,but that is a moot point. The thing is,that such a tape will be in 
preparation soon.

That is enough off this chatter,if you turn the page I am sure that you will find 
that the nailing comments start there.
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Since sone SAPS have been playing records while they have typed their mc's and inj
ected the titles in their MO'S, I decided to go along with the fad. The first record ttiat 
will play is 'Music To Eat By' recorded by Beef Stack and his Celery Chompers. Now on 
to the

MAILING COMMENTS.
GHU SAPLEMENT**JOHN DAVIS.

'Today Arizona, tomorrow the ^orld'. It just ghus to show you what happens when you 
give a little ghod a thinble full of power.You mean that if this girl of yours graduat
es this year, you had better learn to run fast.^ Never, never use Garcone and beauty in 
the sane sentence. You nay be the receipient of some of his art(?)work. Then you'll be 
sorry.y/r I think that cleavage and bust developenent is the SECOND most popular male 
topic.You ask a woman her age? Man, you got rocks in your head./^ I have discouvered 
how to read a zine (prozine,length df ASTOUNDING) in one minute. Of course,you get a 
feeling that you have nissed something when you just read the covers that way./r^ Tho,I 
can’t prove it, I think that Wally Weber cheats at Monopoly,he must, he always win. frrr, 
I hate people that cheat fair.^I’n a Scotch drinker too,that is, I drink if sonebody 
buys me a drink. Seriously, I do like Scotch,tho there isn't much that I don't like. Jack 
Daniels is one whiskey that I can't stand(Sit either, as a rule.),j^I don't know. If the 
word of Ghu is purple but printed in something else then it can't be purple. If it isn't 
purple then Ghu is deceiving everbody by saying thqt it is. Hum, somehow I can't trust 
a ghod that doesn't know khat color that his word is printed in.^ Yeah, Larry Stone did 
buy the ditto. We shall see in this nailing how it is working for him.-^ Better watch 
out, poetry like that will get you in trouble, you know, married.^1 like classical music 
but I an not informed enough to discuss it./^ Well, I see that I have run out of things 
to say to you,so will end here. Man, I was talkative.

Before going on to the next zine, I will put on another record. "Music To Buy Shoes 
By'. The artist, John Lastsole and his Six Heels.

PCT POURRI**JOHN BERRY.
But John, there is no rule against having outside material. As far as I can tell you 

haven't flaunted authority.,^ The lack of proof of any being ,ptior to the Indian, inhab
iting America does prove one thing. That way back,when the triangle had its points, the 
American tourist was going strong.(I hope that you can decipher that sentence.);^ Enjdyed 
'RUSHEN ABBEY'. More to coneT^BOG is slang for toilet? Hmm, now you know what to do with 
the _pages when jrou are finished reading it./^Vaughn Williams was quite well known in this 
part of the world.^/ill send you a short bit of background on the history of Soames./^ 
Try looking up FOUT in Webster's Upper Bridge.^ Yeah, bu^ WHAT is he spreading around. 
(Bruce Pelz,I mean.)/r^You, who live in Heaven....Belfast,calls Seattlethe mecca of Fan- 
dom,?Uh joy.j^ Man, your me ' s were wonderful,'tis a real pleasure to have you in SAPS^ 
Since I am one of those people who don't appreciate poetry, I can't comment on the poems 
except to say that I liked then. What this proves I don't know, mayhap, I always enjoyed 
poetyr and never knew it. Ghad, what a thought./^ Enjoyed Hall's article. This is the 
spot I was waiting for. Walljr says that he is a quote card completist,but I doubt that 
he will.be able to complete his collection./nr Seems as though I have finished your zine, 
John,but I did have something else to say. Can't seem to think of it right at the present. 
Being the block that I an a chip of, my Dad always buys Irish Sweepstake tickets. So 
he has.never won a thing, but he keeps trying. This has nothing to do with anything, I 
just thought that I could put it in. Then again, you nay be interested, thoughthere is 
the" chance that you are not. That proved nothing. See ya next nailing.

^^.^frJllM^********^*^****************^:** *****4**** ********* ************************ *******

Detroit in '59 j Washington in '60 and PUCON in '61.

will.be
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New stencil,new zine and of cawss,new record. This tine it is my favorite. ’Music 
toBuy Kee Lox Ribbons to'and this is done by Blotto Otto and his Carbon Copies.

AGHAST !f6 ** BILL MEYERS.
Gads, another member who thought about resigning. Glad that you didn't Bill, we 

would have missed you. I wonder why so nany fans are thinking about resigning. If I ever 
get to be OE, I think that I will have a law against resigning.^ SOD ala BOG? Hmm, pie 
ala node I can digst but I have never tried SOD ala Why do we die? well, I suppose
that it is the only thing left to do,when you stop living.Pic of John Berry makes hin 
look like Clark Gable.?r#Sirrah, I have sonething to point out. Soanes pointed this out 
to ne,to show how great a detective he is. Now I quote "...Sefton suggested we go get 
druhkjbut since it was just about 11:00 and we hadn't even eaten lunch yet...." Now by 
your own statement you were due in Huntsville either 9:J0 or 10:^0, since the bus was 
late you possibly didn't arrive until 11:00 or 12:00. Now you waited around to be picked 
up,finally somebody did pick you up. You drove to Adan's house net his nother, looked 
around showed hin your Love craft and various other things and it is still only 11:00. 
Cone now, where do you have the tine machine hidden? Confess,who is covering up?/Ar All in 
all, AGHAST ,/6 was very enjoyable.

Tine for another record. This tine it is ' Music to er-ah Bathe By.' Artist is Rusty 
Drain and his Chamber-Pot Ten.

AGHAST #7** SAME MEYERS.
I hope that when you put out carbon zines, you use Kee Lox carbon. After all, it's the 

fannish thing to do. (plug),nr Disagree on your idea »f Count Basie. I think his nusic is 
anything but decadent. Bad,well naybe, but not decadent. I like it»^ Definately agree 
with you about starting integration with the first grade. At that age,kids haven't really 
learned intolerance. I wonder if it is too late to send the parents to school.^ As you 
see, Wally decided to stay in SAPS. You are quite right,his stuff doesn't cone out often 
enough. I asked him if he would do a cover for this BOG,and he agreed. Man, do I love 
the covers that he does for ne.^r The civilizations of Central and South America (ancient) 
have always interested ne.Tho, I an interested in ancient American (North) civilizations 
and finding out why there are no indications that nan lived on this continent at the sane 
time as early man in Europe and Africa.jv I an not particularly fond of wide hips either. 
I LIKE B.B.7/7^ Potrait of Pelz makes hin look like a li'l ole devil. Intentional?^/ You 
did a real good job on your nc's. Keep it up ole bhoy.

I wonder what record I should play now. Oh I know. "Music to Sleep By".Starring 
S. Andman and his Noisenakers. Real dreamy stuff.

ALL THREE YCLEPEDS**WALTER COSLET.
I have lit the wrong end of a filter cigarette and believe me the things that I said 

I couldn't even put in BOG.,^1 never thought about a cat in a roomful of birds. 'Tis true, 
quite, quite true. Thanx.^/ I'LL say that you are a conpletist when it cones to nc's. 
Imagine, Commenting on the Seattle P-I. You gave it a better comment than it deserved. 
Wonder if you will comment on the paper that you got this tine.

Hmm, two stencils done and five zines commented on. Things going along the way 
I want them. This nay turn out to be the kind of BOG that I like doing. Of course I 
really like doing any ish that I work on. Sometimes,! am not pleased with the end results, 
but I still enjoy doing it.

******************************************************************************************  
Get the Goon drunk. Send him to Detroit.
*********************** *******************************************************************
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Tine to put on anothet record.We shall now listen to 'Music To Peel Onions By' with 
San Sadeyes and his Weeping Willies. This one contains sone real tear-jerkers.

THE SPELEO BEM**BRUCE PELZ.(or is it Fur Pelts)
Cqn't say that I like your cover. Whaddya nean I can't say it. I just did so therefore 

I can say it. I didn't like the cover./nr Manyoya sounds like a Florida version of Garcone. 
fnrl think Manyaya's peons are anong the verse I've read.^If all the fans visited Seattle 
FSF would probably becone half-shot.^/Sleeping Beauty will be released here in Seattle 
sonetine during February. Last I heard, Disney was going to do a Oz story starring the 
(ech) Mouseketeers(double ech), no animation.zry A cat in a barrel full of nice wouldn't 
have to be active,whereas,if he like nice,couldn't be anything but ecstatic.^ Shall 
remember your offer to publish the Soanes stories,kind sir. Just thought of something. You 
are a G.D.A. op,should I trust you with these priceless Soanes stories? Anyhoo they are 
safe for awhile as Wally isn't leaving SAPS for ahile.^'feybe she thought that it was 
picking up GerMan measles.,r#Triple pox to you,sir. Dogs are much,much,much beter behaved 
and.loving than cats./nfDoubt very nuch if I will make it to Florida this year, hope that 
you can nake it to the DETENTION.^ Hah, just happened to think(not a word, don't say a 
word), here I an typing nc's on your zine and you haven't even recieved the nailing yet. 
I must be an eager beaver.(down,Art, Down. I wasn't talking about Roscoe.) You are 
going to have the CRY bound and SAPzines too. Bruce, you are a FAAAN, a true FAAAAN./Ar 
Liked your casting for PRINCESS IDA, but Tosk playing Buz's son? Catling G.M. as King 
Gama was a masterpiece.I had to go back and read the operetta as I had forgotten most of 
it. Good thing that I have the complete works of You are as bad off as me when it
cone to drawing.,^ Ah you were wrong about Seattle being legally dry. You don't think that 
Blotto Otto would live in a dry city,.do you?^ DOGS OF WAR seems interesting, more epi
sodes are forthcoming, I suppose.^ Enjoyed this ish very nuch, Bruce.

Now to go back into the record library and get another of my favorite records. 'Music 
to Build Robots By' This version is recorded by Isaac Asimov and his Positronic Friends. 
This.is a beautiful record tho a couple of the passages sound a trifle mechanical.

ROCK** ES ADAMS.
University of Washington is somewhat of a bheerless University. No intoxicating drinks 

of any kind nay be sold within a mile of the Campus.f^So your a hood, well it so happens 
that I need a new hood for my car. Interested ?/nr This is the spot, right here,. Hold on to 
your hats,SAPS, I'm going to get serious. I have been noting that so many people say that 
mtergaration wont work. This is getting boring. With this sort of viewpoint how can ahyx 
thing work? True, to nake something work,everybody has to put in and help,but regardless 
of this integration is working. Sure you hear a lot about the places where it isn't going 
very well, This na|es headline news so it is played up. Look through your paper carefully 
in. sone small section towards the rear of the paper, you will find a small item telling of 
another, place where integration is working out. For everyplace that integration has bogged 
down,there are ten places where it is working. This tirade is not directed at you,Es, it is 
something that I have been meaning to say for some time.,77^ Freberg's record was Green 
Christmas. I believe that it was banned on the radio stations in Seattle. I believe that it 
could have been bough in a record store. I heard it in Canada, where it wasn't banned.77^ 
Enjoyed the article on the B.S.A. will have to recount my experiences sometime or tother./r 
Your repro turned out pretty good, Es. Ma>be Bill worked extra hard to do this,but the 
whole zine was readable.^ Welcome to SAPS, 

i
To-day is Jan. 18th. if I can keep this up, I should have BOG finished sometime in 

•.Feb. This will be the earliest that BOG has been done. Hmm, cantdo anything else on this 
stencil so I better start a new one.
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Eghads I must have fallen asleep, here it is March l^th aireddy yet so.soon. Better 
put another record on and continue my merry way. Lets see, I think that I will.put on 
'Music To Get Sick By' This is done up by Van Illa and the Crottled Greeps. This is 
on the Nauseating label.

FLABBERGASTING** BURNETT TOSKEY.
Tell me Tosk, when does Megan Sue? If you think what happened.m the last Soames 

story was bad, wait until you see what will be coming up. Specially.since I had to sit 
through that turture a few Sundays ago Togk, you had better qualify that statement 
that cocktail bars sell everything./Ar Chee, I thought that Angel records would be. 
heavenlyA/rYou want prices on 192 5 ~ 24 Wierds? How does 5/ a COPY sound to you? Fine? 
Now all you have tp do is find somebody who will sell them to you at those prices. Well, 
you did ask for prices./Ar You know,when I first entered school, I had a hard time getting 
into kindergarten. After all, h°w many schools will take in a 13 year old bookie. I 
finally made it when the principle made a bet so big that he couldn't pay off when the 
horse loss.# Come now Tosk, after all these years, how can the ground contain enough 
aresenic to be a harmful factorJjAfhut Tosk, You don't seem to want to go to conventions. 
John wants to go and can't, you can go but doubt if you will/ Talking about conventions, 
I am beginning to have doubts that I will be able to make it to the DETENTION. Will know 
definately by the time that the WESTERCON is over.Now you can add Jim Caughran to the 
list dif fans that you have met./Ar THAT'S CHEATING 111 I had to dit throughthe telling^ 
of some of those (ech) jokes, now you put them in your comments to BOG. Tosk, beware.../nr 
Fie upon you, up with horse races./Ari just remembered that I can't exact to much revenge 
on you, you are a customer. It was a fine day when I sold the Salesman's Nemesis, ole 
Tosk himself.Bhoy, you sure had a case built up against me. I was starting to believe 
that I had put you on the FAPA waiting-list. I'm glad that you confessed./AA Well, 'tis a 
all for you this mailing,see you in next couple of days.

Time for a new record. This time it's, 'Music To Smoke By' "King" Size and his Ash 
Watchers. Contains some new smooth filtered sounds.

MAINE4! AC**ED COX
Puy gollies, you are right. I turn to page 2 and there was a bit called 'SPIDER'. 

Enjoyefl it. We don't have many Black Widow Spiders in this part of the country, I have 
heard of only two or three cases where people have been bitten by them. I am not sure 
if I have seen any myself. I usually stomp out spiders whx without asking them what 
specie they are./AA Hid I ever mention that I am also a Glenn Miller fan? ,Af I muught 
have known. _I had to run off Maime-iac 1 j.Psigh./Ar You have a Leica? Man, that is my 
idea of the best camera made. I owned a Leica whilst stationed in Germany. Somebody with 
fly-paper fingers got hold of it just before I was shipped back to the states. Man, did 
I ever get wonderful results with that camera.,Ar Really chuckled at your review of the 
first issue ©f UNKNOWN.-ArWhoops, I goofed. Not the first ish but Vol.l No.6.,AA UFA I dig 
the least. Oh for the good old days when cartoons were cartoons and were funny./A// Hane 
you seen these Burma Sljave signs that proclaim, ' FREE FREE, A TRIP TO MARS,FOR ONLY 
900 EMPTY JARS' Well, it seems that somebody actually collected 900 empty jars and turned 
them in. True to their word, the Burma Shave people are going to send him to Mars..............  
Mars Germany./Ar The sirens go off at noon every Tuesday here in Seattle, it has gotten 
to the point that nobody pays any attention to them any more. Wonder what would happen 
if the went off for real./Ar Will bring your comments to a screeching halt now. There is 
something that I must ask. Ya comin to da Westercon?

Why is it that no matter where I go to work on Fanac,I am plagued by constant 
interruptions. Someday, I will get me a little cabin out in the woods by a little stream 
and settle down to some serious work. (This is dream ,A1$
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Here is a good record, ‘Music To Drink Coffee By1 Chasen Sanborn and his Lipton 
Tea Drinkers. The music on this is really ground out.

NANDU 21 ** NAN GERDING
E see that you are still under Garcones power. Once you give in and use sone of his 

work, you are stuck with him.## 'Tis a very interesting theory that you brought up, Nangee 
ne gal. You nay have sonething there, what it is, I have no idea * I have never had the 
feeling of a civilazation built on the concept of 'nans humanity to nan'. It nay have 
existed sone tine somewhere, but to be perfectly frank, I have my doubts, maybe sonetine 
in the future this nay be the rule, ## Chuckled at Rapp's bit. He is always good for 
a laugh.Sure will be glad when you get the tine to turn out a few nc's Nan, we mi hr 
you.

That was a short record, so lets but on another one. This time we will listen to; 
'Classical Music For Non-classical SAPS.' Spike Jones conducting the Elvis Presley Phil- 
harmonie Orchestra.

CH>iRLAR**MARTY FLEISCHMAN.
This is a skimpy one. Whatcha do? Forget to feed it?## You vant to know who watches 

Big Brother? Well, I'll tell you who vatches Big Brother. The person that watches Big 
Btothero is...is... Big Mother-In-Law. Now aren't you glad that you asked./#/ Just don't 
seem to be able to comment on your zine this tine Marty, maybe the next ish will be 
different.

Lets put on anothef record. ' Music to Wash Your Socks By. ' Soapy Smith and his band 
that duz everything. He has a nice bubbly bounce in his music.

NEMATODE* *BOB LEMAN
See that you mentioned your favorite types of poetry. I kinda like the venbletroon 

myself, but my favorite is the one that you also failed to mention. This is the seni- 
adrenalphilic. It consists of one line containing the single word, NUTS.## Couid argue with 
you on the height of Mt. McKinley, but I won’t. I won’t even mention that it is 20,JOO ft 
high. So there.,/# Soames is walking around around around around with his head in the 
clouds after reading 'Pantoum For Soames' He really appreciated it.## Man, you sure 
did a bang up job on your nc's. They turned out the way nc's should turn out. On a page. 
No, that isn't quite right. In a SAPzine, still not what I want but it will have to do.#/ 
By the way, did I eirer send your book back to you?

Back to the turntable to put on,'Music for Dog Catchers.' Done by, The Old Spacehound 
and the K-9 Corps Chorale, This is a real howler.

DISSENTING OPINION** RICH (SOAMES OP) BROWN.
Gosh, not much here to comment on, Rich. Sounds like you had your troubles. Looking 

forward to see that Soames story that you told me about.## Ghads, you were kind of rough 
on Bob Leman weren't you. Classing him with G.M. Carr was a pretty horrible thing, no man 
deserves that.## Heard you tape at the Busby's the other day. Was kind of hard to hear, 
Buz had the volume turned up and it was still hard to hear what you and Ted were saying. 
Ole Blotto Otto will probably send out a tape to all you SAPS one of these days. Will be 
looking for PRA in this coning nailing.

Ghad, tine is slipping rapidly by. Only about three weeks until deadline and I have 
many, many zines yet to comment on. They are too good,to give a breif comment on so will 
just have to work harded and faster. No article this tine,the next BOG will be done on - 
my vacation, so will include it then.
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A new stencil and a new record. I just bought this one so I haven’t heard it yet. 
It is 1 Music To grow Old By.' The artist is a youngster just making a start.The name? 
Oh yeah. Orphan Annie and the Mary Worth All-Stars.

BRONC** EVA FIRESTONE.
Welcome back, Eva, you I really missed. Lookit this gal, all you SAPS, she cones 

booming back into SAPS by commenting on the railings that she missed out on. Eva, you 
arc a truSAP and worthy of the Order of the Golden Gestetner.# I have read and re-read 
all of Kenneth Roberts books. I think that my favorite was Lydia Bailey, the Arundel and 
Rabble in Arns rate right behind it. I think that the Northwest Passage teevee series is 
fob the birds tho. Not done well at all.# Talking about collecting old books,gave ne 
an idea. I am going to collect the Oz books. I have just now made up my head. # I get 
the impression that you are afraid of spiders. I hate then too. Did I ever mention the 
time that one bit ne then died. Yep, the poor thing got crushed by a runaway shoe. I hear 
that its survivors had to take in washing, tho one of its sons made a killing being 
undertaker for the husbands of black widow spiders.# Ha,I nay do another ’illo’ one of 
these days.When I get the courage I suppose.# Right now, I an on a Perry Mason kick. I 
watch the teevee versions of his cases and have recently started to rdad some of the 
books.Who know, someday it night gif nit 'Soanes consults Perry Mason'.# Typing in a 
car doesn't seen to be to difficult. The typer just sits on your lap, that is all thete 
is to it. I like to get outdoors to do my typing, of course it helps if the weather is 
niceNoooooo, Vincent Price doesn't resemble Hans Conreid. Can’t descibe his looks 
of hand. Did you see 'THE FLY1? He was in that.y# Have never been able to attempt to 
read an UFO book, could be that I an missing something.# Guy Madison played Wild Bill 
Hickok in the teevee series.#En joyed all the stories and articles in Brone.# I feel 
guilty, I could have used a whole stencil commenting on this BRONC, but I was reminded 
by the calender that I had better get a move on. Wont be long until April 15th. Adios 
for now.

Better put on another record I suppose. 'Music for Travelling’ by John Dulles and 
The Statesman. This boy is going places.

OUTSIDERS** WRAI BALLARD
I hate to think of any government agency that undertakes to investigate SAPS. Their 

reports would lead to the formation of another agency th investigate them. Ahhh, it 
would be a lovely, a delightful, a vicious circle.# You are right, half the fun in 
being ominous is being accused of being ominous. Shux,if you are and aren't, you shouldn't 
in the first place, but then if you aren't and are,then that is as much fun as being and 
being noticed. Understand?# Did you hear about the witch who hypnotized a knight into 
taking the place of her broom^ Seems she wanted to be a fly-by-knight.# Agree with 
you in you comments to Boh Leman about sending in subzines.-# Glad that you like the 
Indurance Salesman bit, am going to try something like that again in the near future.# 
You arc right, there is nothing worse for a fan pubber than to have his circulation 
stopped,# Pshaw, it seems that I have come to the end of OUTSIDERS, tut I am in no 
way through with you,Sir Wrai, sirrah.# I have been trying to get the company to pay 
my expenses for a trip to see you. Ya see, part of my territory is Ballard, and they 
never specified which Ballard they meant. Well, I'll get the idea through to them 
eventually. # Chee, it is getting late, I will have to call it a day soon, lessee, what 
day shall I call it, hmmmm Sunday March 29th. seems to be a good day. I hope that nobody 
else is using it.# Well, Wrai, I am finished with you now, will have more to say to 
you in the next mailing.

Smoke Filties. The only cigarette that you smoke the filter and throw the tobacco away, 
(did I steal that from anyone?)
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Heigh-ho and away we go. Must get BOG finished to-night, otherwise it might finish 
me. Well, at least it is time for another record, ’Music To Get Drunk By' recorded by 
Jack Daniels and the Dee Tees* This is good for what ails you*

THE SPELEO BEM 2|*** BRUCE PELZ.
Chee, I always wanted the music for the'Green Hills of Earth.’ Now, I can play it 

on my bugle»;^ You should have saved that ’last1 list for the last booblilgraphy.-^ 
Bruce, not Seattle in ’61. It's more like PUCON in ’61 Never mind, youse is forgiven* 
rf# Seem to have stretched the comments on this,out to the limit.

Hell, that was a short record* Lets try this one* ' Music For Hanging Around.’ 
Hemp Rope and The Trap Springers. The music on this will choke you up.

IGNATZ*** NANCE SHARE
Hoohaw, I like that cover. I always did wonder how ole Sandy Claws feels on the 

morning after»7^But, Nance, I ain’t Squink Blog, Honest, I ain't. Why that is almost 
as bad as calling a person G.M. Carr.-^ Of^ourse, if you move here to Seattle, I would 
be very willing to bribe you, even tho I ain't guilty./^ Hey, You made me think back 
to that DuPont show. I really enjoyed that. Too bad that there isn’t more dhows of that 
type around. Twould make teevee better and more enjoyable. Of course, my favorite 
program Is ’Hucleberry Hound', he's the greatest.#^, real good 4sh of IGNATZ, Nance. 
Always enjoy it. Times getting short, as I said before, I want to get BOG finished 
to-night and run off to-morrow. So I am afraid a few of the zines are going to get 
short-changed.^ So anyhoo, will comment on yours earlier next time... Just remembered 
the next ish of BOG will be done whilst I am on vacation. No one will get shortchanged 
then*

Another record coming up. ’Music to Play Monopoly ByA. Wally Weber and his Loaded 
Dice. Alwaysa winner*

VONSET*** Ray Schaffer.
We had very good weather around here in '58. I hope that repeats this year, -'nr I 

saw an interesting item in the paper the other day. It seem that there a chap obser
ving the weather forecasters. He checked their forecasts (and their single ones too) and 
kept tract of them. The results of his survey have just been made known. It seems that 
the Seattle weather man is correct 19% of the time. The weather expert in Portland is 
correct 18% of the time. These are weather experts?^ This makes me think of the future 
when surveys will be conducted to find out what surveys are being surveyed. This in 
turn will lead; to polls, being taken on what survey is like best. Gad, this will then 
lead to the Survey of the Month Club, Banquets will be given to honor the best surveys 
of the years with little glod plated statues given out, but then things will take a 
turn for the worse. The racketeers will jiake over the surveys and give a crooked count, 
of course this leads to,... A congressionel hearing to probe the surveys for evidence of 
giving out of phony surveys. This will lead to surveys being banned In the country. The 
next step is obvious, one by one little shops will open up where if you know certain 
people, you will be able to get bootleg surveys. Eventually, surveys will be legal again 
and the whole damn circle will start all over.How is that for commenting on VONSET, Ray?

Friends, do your friends hide when you come around? Did you get fired today? 
Has your spouse run of with a visiting bottle labeler? Have you children run away 
to join PAPA? Do these and other trifling little problems get you down? Then you need 
'QUICKIES'. QUICKIES is a new scientific discovery that will help get rid of your 
problems easily. Take one with a glass of water and you troubles will be over forever. 
Remember, QUICKIES are endorsed by The Undertakers of America.
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Have one more record, so I will put it on now. It is ' Music to Read SAPS Mailings 
By4 the artist, Oh Ee and his 55 Egoboosters. I will be buying some new records in the 
future will tell you about them when I get them.

RETRO*** F.M. BUSBY
There is a nudist colony up in Vancouver. I shall prove it. Comes the next ish, I 

will have the inside story. I will prove that nobody is covering up. In other words, sir
rah, I will come clean.Too bad that the tape we made New Years Eve didn’t turn out. 
j^Liked your SIC,SIC,SIC pichurs. Better then Jules himself.^ The Twelve Day of Fanmas 
was highly enjoyable and this is one thing that I will make sure that I save for later 
years.fnr Thass all fur yo,bo.

And still they come. Ghad, won't this stack ever get lower.

FENDENIZEN*** ELINOR BUSBY
A real fine Atom cover. Hope that you use some more of them.7^ You are absolutely 

right about getting out of the practice og doing nc's. I have had any trouble this time . 
I an having trouble holding the comments down. If I had plenty of time, I could easily 
do a JO page BOG, all mc’s.j^ I have never digested any trollopes in fact I don't 
particularly care for them, I suppose that it is all a matter of taste.

THE GRIPES OF RAPP*** ART RAPP
The caption on the last BOG was intentional, a typical Blotto Otto pun.?/// I have 

an idea that Kee Lox manufactures the kee-rects that appear in the comic strips,but they 
don't manufacture kee Bagels.^ Hoo Haw, you sure knew the way my mind (mind?) runs. I 
pulled that "Me Gan. You Jane." bit one day after meeting Megan. ## So you were ole 
Harmon's stnographer? I shall have to recount some of my experiences in the old consti
pated constabulary, one of these days.Gosh, Art, there just ain't no justice at all, 
at all. Here you have a zine chock full of commentable items and I can devote only a 
few lines to you.Be consoled in this tho, I thought that it was one of the best zines 
in the nailing.

Just a few more zines to go and I shall be finished. Finished, do you hear? FINISHED.
Heeeeeeeeahhaaahaa.

MEGANOTES*** MEGAN STUREK
Seo, you are becoming acclimated already, you have started to develope the webbed 

feet of the typical Seattleite. You know what a typical Seattleite is, they are the ones 
that are always running around in cd.rbits.7^ Mighod, how lucky can a person be, you found 
found a parking spot within TWO BLOCKS of the State Patrol. I usally drive by it, then 
park about two miles and have to take the bus back.in/Chee, you have an ATOM cartoon,too. 
Veddy, veddy good.^r

COLLECTER***HOWARD DEVORE
Hell, Howard, it looks as if my plans to attend the DETENTION have gone down the 

drain.Shux, and I did so want to see that Salvation Army store that you are sure to own 
by now./m/ho did your illos this time? Some of then are purty good.##I an at a loss 
of words for sone reason, can't even think of a good pun at this nonent, ha, I can't 
even think of a bad one. in/ 
*

I would join the Beat Generation but,hell, I can't seer, to beat anybody.
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Think that I will make this the last page. So here we go on the last lap.

WANSBURROWINGS*** N.G.W.
I wonder who did this cover.I had trouble for quite awhile, trouble'putting on 

weight,that is. I just couldn’t put on any, in fact I kept losing it, One day, sonebody 
told ne that if I wanted to put on weight, I had better star eating. Nov; this sounded 
logical,so I went out and got a job, I an eating as reconnended and you know what? 1 AM 
putting on weight.## I wonder if Battle of the Ghods will ever get finished.

Must be getting tired. I’m typoing all over the place. I suppose that I'will have 
to clean it up later.

SATURDAY EVENING GHOST*** ROBERT LEE
I didn’t have any doubt that Faubus would be elected. M Speaking of Faubus. Did you 

read that article in Reader's Digest where Faubus admitted that his stand’on the school 
issue was a political stunt. After all, he knows what side his white bread is buttered 
on.## '

CREEP*** WALLACE WASTEBASKET WEBER
Wallace, I have just reread CREEP and I don’t have a thing to comment on.## Sorry 

that I couldn’t have a Soames epic for in this coning miling(this one that you have 
just recieved)(not the one that you are going to recieve)(the one we just assembled)but 
expect a double lenghter next tine or sunpin.

B0G***B.0,ME . a
Weber illos were the best thing in this./#r Hey, get on the ball and turn out-a big 

zine. ■ \ -

TEDDY BEAR*** TEDDY BEAR SIMS :
Wha?

I an too pooped to go on,but I must. I have to finish ny editorial and then this 
ish of BOG will have had it.

I wonder what ever happened to my ideas of having articles and stories in this hyar 
issue. Somebody must have swiped the remaining pages. Yeah, that's it. This- is really 
a fifty page BOG but sonebody swiped the last J8 paged. Now, I wonder who could have 
done that.

It has been a beautiful week,weatherwise,but now that the week-end is upon us, it 

has clouded up and it looks like rain. Pshaw, another week-end without golf.

This has been a great nailing but last minute word from the Busbys brings promise 
of a better one upcoming. Almost ACC pages and still a few days left, in which more zines 
can arrive. Could I have another prediction coning true?

I think that I shall take a little space to welcome all 
this nailing. I notice quite a few familiar names. All I can 
getting bigger and better.

the new members coning in 
say is,WELCOME. SAPS is.

An real happy about the way this ish of BOG turned out. Seen to be back-in the 
Ole Blotto Otto type corn. This is the stuff I enjoy doing. I better enjoy doing it,it 
is all I can do. Well, will see you all via the next mailing.

Vaya Con Fanac. I I,
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